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technical systems in the case of a calamity.
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the state the ship is in, knowledge about procedures which have to be followed (laid down in documenb)
and the experience of DCofficers.

More and mo¡e conventional systems contain intelligent modules, without the assurance that these

modules satisfy the same rigourous quality measur€s as the conventional ones do. In comparison with
conventional software systerns the quality of expert systems is viewed as not being very satisfactory.
Some of the more problematical aspects are knowledç acquisition, testing evaluation and the

maintenance of the knowledgebase. As yet there is not much unanimity with regard to the wa¡æ in which
these problems have to be tackled. This is an obþtionable state of affain, especially when you are dealing
with critical applications, e.g. process cont¡ol ÐÆtems in industry or nuclear power plants.

The sarne argument is also valid for military Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence
(C3I) systems [2]-A characteristic of these s]¡stems is that they consist of large databases with which the
deployment of nren and rnaterial is coordinated. Starting point of this dinrssion is the thesis that a

knowledgebase can be viewed as a collection of facts which can be manipulated with intelliçnt n¡les.
These rules a¡e also stored as oblects in the knowledçbase t3l. An additional convenience of integrating
an inference engine with such a database system is that facilities as integrity, concurnency, security,
recovery and distribution can now be used inside what we call a knowledgebase system, or exPert system

[a]. The main theme of this paper is that the integration of database theory and artificial intelligence

signifies a step in the direction of a better quality control of expert systems.

In this paper four topics will be discussed. After the introduction we give an overview of damage

control n¡anagement, followed by a derription of the Damocles system architecture, conceptual
modelling of the knowledge domain and the integration of artificial intelligence and database

technologies.

3. DAMAGE CONTROL MANAGEMENT

3.1 Problems encountered in damage control management

In case a calamity has occurred, the DC-officer has to collect and combine data from different sources
(sensors, communication systems, orderlies etc.) in order to assess the situation, On the basis of this, the

DC-officer plans actions and looks after the careful execution of these actions. There are a number of
problems interfering with the decision proc€ss: complo<ity of the vess€I, uncertain and incomplete
information, tinæ pressure and catasrophic effects of wrong decisions. The DCofficer can only carry out
his duty when he has a lot of experience with the vessel and the procedures which have to be executed.

The DCofficer takes charç of combating a calamity from within the ship control cenFe (SCC), which
can be compared with an operator room in a power plant. After a missile hit various ship systems could
have sustained damage. At this moment the DCofficer has to take a number of decisions, e.g. concerning
the high pressure sea-water system (Hf5W, or firemain). How should this system consisting of pipes be
(re)configured in order to simultaneously support one or more fire and repair parties (FRP), isolate
leakages, keep critical systems (sprinkler, cooling) under pressure and remove inflowing water with bilge
pumps? A more general question could be: What are the relative priorities between attacking a fire, drain
off water from compartments or even flooding them (to preserve ship stabiliry)? Each of these problems
can be solved easily when they occur in isolation. When a DC-officer is confronted with several of these

problems at the same time, he has to weigh one counter-action against another [1].
While executing his task a DCofficer encounters the following problems: complexity of technical

systems, incomplete informatiory stress and lack of experience.
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4. ARCHrTECTURE OF DAMOCLES

4.1 Overview
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- Halon systems,
- Ventilation ryrL^,
- High pnessure air system and
- Fuel load and transport system

The interface between Damocles and the DCo
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workstation equip$ with a colour graphic displa
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Úsually these decisiorui are made-by irspecting complex layout sche¡nas and diagrams wlich show

whereþipes are running and how they are connec d, etc. Damocles offers the oppoltunity to simulate the

earlier mäntioned tecÑcal systems ána it gives concrete solutions for ctrùain problems. This is realized

by reasoning on the basis of structural and functional information about the system comPonents.

4.2 Damocles wstem tasks

The following functions can be identiñed for the decision support system (comparable with the DC-

marpgement tasks): monitoring state of ship, diagnosis, prediction of consequences of problems or causes,

plannilng of actions, execution and monitoring of chosen plan, prediction of consequences of possible

òrden. In the following paragraphs these tasks are described in more detail.

a. Monitoring state of ship. This task should observe state variables and comPare them with their

norms. The collection of norms forms the goal state of the ship. The diagnosis task is activated if there are

discrepancies between variables and their ñorms. There is a discrepancy if the norm for the state of a valve

is open and the real süate of that valve is closed.

b. Diagnosis. This task tries to find a cause for the discrepancy. lf there is no pressure in one pipe, the

cause can be a rnalfunction of a PumP or a leakage in a pipe.

c. Prediction of consequences of problems. The impact of problems on the state of the ship has to be

predicted to give those problems relative priorities. Fire in an ammunition store receives a higher priority
than a loss of water pressure in a lavatory.

d. Planning of actions. To solve a problem or minimise the impact of it, actions have to be execr¡ted.

Thus one has to synthesize a plan, a collection of suctessive actions. This is a kind of statespace search, in
which the goat slate is der¡bed by a collection of norms. The plan has to be optimised, the effort to

achieve it has to be minimised.

e. Execution and monitoring of chosen plan. If there is a plan the actions have to be executed in the

right order. This task monitors this process, ê.8.ã pump cannot be switched on before it is initiated.

f. Prediction of consequences of possible orders. If one changes a norm, one introduces dirrepancies,
new probleñìs, new consequences and new actions to be executed. So, before changing a no¡m the

cons€quences have to be predicted and a confirmation of the user is required. This is to prevent the user

giving orders to the system with unforeseen consequences.



,A,¡tificial intelligence provides the tools and techniques to use effcrtively the knowledge about the
ves-l and to acc€pt, combine and fuse the data from sensors and repors [51.

5. CONCEPTUAL MODELLING

Expert systems are often developed with rather exotic methods and implemented in an Al-shell.
This causes a number of p.roblenrs; how can the expert s),stem be embedded in other software, what
communication links are possible and where do we çt system developers who are acquainted with the
used methodology? It is our conviction that these problems can be alleviated by using tlre relational
model. E.g. coupling an expert system with an existing Cl-system or RDBMS should be easy. Already
during the specification of the knowledge, conventional system analysis and design rrcthods can be used.
The srætem can also be implemented with tools of established reputation. A big advantage of the
relatjonal model is the fact that ræry complex models and manipulations of data (and rule) sets can be
defined with a limited number of mncepb and operators.

Darr¡ocles mntains models of several technical ship systems. These models can be used in different ways:
- To simulate the system or train studenb: What would happen iP
- To search for fauls in the system (diagnosis) by comparing the functionality of the model with the
realiry
- To make statements about partially observable systems; The status of the system is represented in the
model. The observed status can be compared with the model status. If there are dirrepar¡cies the model
status needs to be adjusted. By using a model one can make decisions about a technical s¡ætem, even
wherr the inforrnation on trand is incomplete.

The conceptual model has to be a complete and consistent representation of a knowledge dornain in
which a distinction is made between a knowledge scheme (definitions of all used facts and relations) and
the actual knowledgebase. This distinction can also be secn as a separation of types and instances
Consistency and completeness can be maintained by means of constraints on the actual lnowledgebase. A
conceptual model has to be constructed with a development method that lays down explicitly the
definition of facts and their interrelations. In an Al-methodology like KADS (Knowledge Acquisition and
Structuring) four levels of knowledge are being distinguished [6ì: domain, inference, task and strategic
levels. NIAÀ{, Nijssens Information Analysis Methodology, and ExtendedNIAM, can be used to structure
these four levels of knowledge 17 ß,91. On the domain level the basic elements and their interrelations are
specified. The inference level contains the inferences which can be initiated based.on the domain level.
The third level of knowledge is the task level, which specifies process stn¡crures and asks. This level is
specified with the use of KAD6. The resulting conceptual model is laid down in a relational daùa structure.
The fourth knowledge level is not used in the Damocles system. By using (E)MAM the quality of
extensive data- and knowledgebase specifications is guaranteed.

6. NTEGRATING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIG ENCE AND DATABASE TECHNOLOCIES

6.1 From database to knowledgebase

Relational database ¡ranagement systems (RDBMS) are primarily being used for administrative
applications. Conoepts like data independence, data integrity, controlled redundanry, security and
privacy a¡e also very important when you are dealing with knowledgebase management systems KBMS).
Other reasons to adhere to the relational model are its conceptual simpliciry and the fact that system
developers a¡e familiar with it. Most software producers are more experienced in using Oracle and Ingres
rather than Lisp, Prolog or Aldevelopment tools like KEE, ART or Knowledge Cnft. Moreover it is not
easy to become acquainted with such advanced tools. By using an RDBMS update anomalies and
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- Recovery facilities and
- Availability of many development tools.

a tightly<oupled KBMS there is no distinction between a database system and a logic language,
i.e' the strict distinction between database operations and the inference mechanism is abandoned. This can
be realized in two ways: Firstly t lqg: hnþage can be extended with database facilities like integrity,

overy and disFibution. Sc'condly a DBMS can be extended with dedudiúe
nteresting example of this architecture is Postgres, a further development of the
[10,111.

. 
Po¡tges- is a tightly<oupled KBMS developed at the Universlty of Southem California, Berkeley. The

main aims of the proþt are to uphold the relational model and to þrovide facilities for "active" datábases
and inference, induding forward and backward rear ning. In *^y applications it is very convenient to
use triggers and alerters. Triggers are small pieces Structured a".ry t-ång.ruge (SQL) program which can
be activated when changes are being madein the database ( e.g.insertiAelete oi uia.îel. Alerters are
comparable with triggers, but are activated by time or date.

The most revolutionary aspect of Postgres is the use of rules and procedures as if they were plain
data items. Niþsen views-an gPett system as a system that contains human expertise and consists of a
collection of related facts [7]. These facts can be inserted by a user, or can be derived by the system itself
on the basis of other facts and inference rules. Rules in Postgres can perform forward and backward
chaining. This can be achieved by "early" and "late" evaluation.Tn the case of early evaluation a change in
a data item that is contained in a rule will directly lead to activation of this 

^le. 
In the case of tate

evaluation the change only becomes obvious when aïser queries that particular data item,

When inference rules are used in a KBMS, it is possible to perform a run-time "computation" of a
relation. In other words the system has at its disposal an intension of the application (definition of tables,
m.ujull dependencies and inference rules) and when necessary computes tlie extension (the actual facts in
tables). When simulations are being executed (planning taskÍ it is ålso possible to store different system
states in separate databases.

7. CONCLUSIONS

dev ;iilr"î,'1,,T:"j:fu,ii;:ì.å::i":"ä,iï#f:,:î,,,ï, lllfriåîiand Sement is demonstrated by the development process of the Dam]ocles
system.
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- Optimal portability to other types of hardware as a result of the chosen software tools (Oracle, prolog)
- Not only intended to be used aboard navy frigates, but atso in training surroundings at the NBCD- -
School
- Not susceptible to (battle)stress.
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